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All Better by Inese Zandere, illustrated by Reinis Pētersons, translated from Latvian (Latvia) by Catherine Ann Cullen (Little Island)

Are You An Echo? The Lost Poetry Of Misuzu Kaneko, poems by Misuzu Kaneko, illustrated by Toshikado Hajiri, translated from Japanese (Japan) by David Jacobson, Sally Ito & Michiko Tsuboi (Chin Music Press)

Balam and Lluvia’s House by Julio Serrano Echeverría, illustrated by Yolanda Mosquera, translated from Spanish (Guatemala) by Lawrence Schimel (The Emma Press)

Beautiful Day! Petite Poems for All Seasons by Rodoula Pappa, illustrated by Seng Soun Ratanavanh, translated from Greek (Greece) by Rodoula Pappa (Abrams)

Book of Questions / Libro de las Preguntas by Pablo Neruda, illustrated by Paloma Valdivia, translated from Spanish (Chile) by Sara Lissa Paulson (Enchanted Lion Books)

Everyone’s The Smartest, poems by Contra, illustrated by Ulla Saar, translated from Estonian by Charlotte Geater, Kätlin Kaldmaa and Richard O’Brien (The Emma Press)

Floating Words by various Bengali authors, ed. Shamim Azad & Rumana Yasmin, illustrated by Rifat S. Taher, available in Bangla and English

Haiti: My Country, poems by students from Camp Perrin, Haiti, by Rogé, translated from French by Solange Messier, illustrated by (Fifth House Publishers)

Honey on the Page: A Treasury of Yiddish Children’s Literature, edited and translated from Yiddish by Miriam Udel (NYU Press)

Leave a Message in the Sand: Poems about Giraffes, Bongos, and Other Creatures with Hooves by Bibi Dumon Tak, illustrated by Annemarie van Haeringen, translated from Dutch by Laura Watkinson (Eerdmans)

Little Parsley by Inger Hagerup, illustrated by Paul René Gauquin, translated from Norwegian (Norway) by Becky L. Crook (Enchanted Lion Books)

Niños: Poems for the Lost Children of Chile, by María José Ferrada, illustrated by María Elena Valdez, translated from Spanish (Chile) by Lawrence Schimel (Eerdmans)

The Noisy Classroom by leva Flamingo, illustrated by Vivianna Maria Stanislasvka, translated from Latvian by Žanete Vēvere-Pasqualini, Sara Smith & Richard O’Brien (The Emma Press)

Poems the Wind Blew In by Karmelo C. Iribarren, illustrated by Riya Chowdhury, translated from Spanish by Lawrence Schimel (The Emma Press)

Storysongs / Chantefables by Robert Desnos, translated from French (France) by Timothy Ads (Agenda Editions)

Super Guppy by Edward van de Vendel, illustrated by Fleur van der Weel, translated from Dutch by David Colmer (The Emma Press)

That Summer, poetry by Inger Hagerup, illustrated by Paul René Gauquin, translated from Norwegian (Norway) by Becky L. Crook (Enchanted Lion Books)

Wordygurdyboom!: The Nonsense World of Sukumar Ray, verse, stories and illustrations by Sukumar Ray, translated from Bengali (India) by Sampurna Chattarji (Puffin)